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The North Pole is a mysterious place that's mostly covered with snow. There are only a few animals

that dare live in this very cold place. Turn the pages of this book to learn about the North Pole.

Coloring books is a valuable learning resource that carefully selects information to ensure optimum

information absorption. Grab a copy of this coloring book today!
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This is a great high quality book. I was given the download free of charge so that I could read it and

leave a review.The books in this line of educational products are phenomenal. They contain

beautiful pictures of the subject of the book. The download is available via the  Kindle app to view

on all your electronic devices. It works well on my android table. It is not compatible with my basic

Kindle reader so that's something to be aware of. The publisher has listed a large number of

educational books to download and view. The download is a sampling of what is in the printed book.

It's nice to be able to check the book out before buying it.This particular book explores the North

Pole. It covers where the North Pole is, what the climate is there, what is special about the region,

the animals you can find there, and many more fun facts. The pictures are beautiful and tie in well



with the information to make it easy for a child to remember. The cutest part is the pictures of the

animals! Third graders would find this book enjoyable but I believe children as young as

Kindergarten would enjoy having it read to them. The pictures could be talked about as well and

engaging to the younger child. Children as young as preschool age could use the book as a picture

book.I hope this review has been helpful to you. Download the book and give it a try! I think you will

be pleased with it

I am not sure what age group the author was aiming for when writing this book. At times it is very

simple andat others it as if you are expected to know something they do not explain. There were a

lot of editing issuesthat I would want to address if I was the author. There are also some

organizational things that do not makemuch sense. If you want to talk about and show pictures of

polar bears, please put all the information in thesame place! The pictures were mostly good, but

were not labeled so that you knew where the picture was takenand all the usual information that

goes with photographs. I am not entirely sure that all of the information wasaccurate. My 8 year old

son said he knew some of the things in the book were wrong. He's been studying alot about animals

because he has said he wants to be a veterinarian and so far he has not changed his mindin 6

months! He has been doing a lot of reading and researching and he said he would not want to use

thisbook as part of his research because it seems like it is written for babies and he reads on a

college level dueto me teaching all of my children to read before they were 4 years of age.Overall, it

is a good enough book for what it is and is ok for showing kids pictures of animals they are not

likelyto ever see.I received this book free in exchange for my honest review.

This ebook starts off with an introduction about the North Pole. The introductory paragraph contains

multiple grammatical errors. I hate it when ebooks that are made for learning contain grammatical

and capitalization errors. Don't these authors use spell check? We get these books to help our

children learn and them learning the wrong way to speak or write sentences makes me annoyed.

The next pages talk about the North Pole and are filled with very crisp, clear pictures. I like the fact

that the ebook has many, many pages. It is not super short like a lot of ebooks out there. It abruptly

ends, however. Why do these books end like this!?!?!? We were reading about northern elephant

seals and then the next page was blank. Why is it too hard to write a conclusion? *shrug* All in all, I

give this product 4/5 stars. If they could correct the grammar in places and give it a conclusion, I

would rate it a 5/5.I received this product for a free or reduced price in exchange for my honest and

unbiased review.



This Kindle ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“LetÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Explore the North PoleÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• is full of

really beautiful and amazing pictures, along with interesting facts. It was a little too much detailed

information for my 6-year-old nephew, however it clearly states that it is for third graders, which I

think it is perfect for. What I did so that my nephew could enjoy this book was cut back on what I

read to him and he loved it. He enjoyed the pictures and they got his imagination going. We enjoy

discussing the books we read together after and even as we are reading and this Kindle book was a

great choice for that. We discussed how we would feel about it being light or dark for so long,

among other things. We thoroughly enjoyed this book and it was fun to see familiar animals as well

as seeing the one we were not familiar with, the elephant seal. I agree with a previous reviewer that

this book ends suddenly/oddly, but I have notice that with several of the Kindle books for kids.
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